SEE IT. TOUCH IT. FEEL IT.
Authorised manufacturer of KLEIBERIT Hot Coating® surfaces

Super matt solutions
with a super smooth feel

High-gloss elements
in high-end quality
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PURe expertise
in surface finishing

»

Our aim is to offer best quality products, customised services and
consultation, fast delivery, and –
above all – innovative developments in
surface finishing.
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«

KLEIBERIT HotCoating®
The surface makes the
difference
Whether you plan or manufacture
kitchens, bathrooms, designer furniture, shop fittings or other complex
interior accessories, dekoraPUR has
the solution when it comes to choosing
the right surface varnish. Decades of
research, development and experience
relating to the use of reactive PUR
hotmelt systems have resulted in a
completely new technology for coating
and finishing surfaces. This technology
is the basis for unique combinations of
the visual, haptic and technical properties of our board range.

KLEIBERIT HotCoating® is revolutionising the surface finishing market
through a wide range of features.
The manufacturing method itself is
pioneering: it is entirely solvent-free,
but with 100% solid particles. Using
intelligent engineering, a top product
with unique benefits is generated in
one continuous production run.

Our service is your gain
Whether the base material is MDF,
chipboard or a composite, we offer
specific customised solutions: precise
colours, flexible sizes, matched edge
banding, as well as ready-made furniture elements.
Our comprehensive standard collection includes a wide range of decors in
super matt and high-gloss quality.

Customer proximity is not
a matter of distance
Our competent customer consultants
are at your service at all times, and will
see your project through from planning
to production integration.
Benefit from our engineering experience with KLEIBERIT’s HotCoating®
technology.
Our standard collection is available
from qualified specialist retailers.
Visit our homepage:
www.dekorapur.com.
dekoraPUR GmbH
Spielburg 11
D - 30890 Barsinghausen
Phone +49 (0)5035 9789690
www.dekoraPUR.com
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BRILLIANTLY
FINISHED
SURFACES
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SUPER MATT
AND
HIGH-GLOSS
WITH
ADDED VALUE
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We provide the perfect finishing for MDF boards,
chipboards and composites: in serial production for the furniture industry, its suppliers, and
discerning interior fitters, and on different board
thicknesses and formats.
For interior, furniture and object designers, exhibition stand constructors, shop fitting designers
and many other trades, we manufacture highquality boards and digital print finishes in small
and large series, including edging and mounting
holes.

New standards in surface finishing
using innovative process technology –
KLEIBERIT HotCoating®

PureSuperMatt (PSM)
»» Gloss index <5 gloss units
»» Exclusive, extremely matt look-and-feel
»» Low light reflection
»» Soft to the touch
»» Resilient and easy-care
»» Anti-fingerprint
»» Scratch-resistant
»» Abrasion-resistant
»» Resistant to dry heat
»» Easy to clean
»» Solvent-free
»» Water-repellent
»» Impact-resistant
»» Lightfast
»» Excellent colour depths
»» Optimally processable
»» Decoratively expressive with plain, fantasy and wood decors
»» Odourless
»» Eco-friendly process
»» Recyclable
»» For colour-coordinated Rehau ABS edge bands, see Rehau’s edge
band search service: https://designguide.rehau.com/GB_en/

PurePianoGloss (PPG)
»» Gloss index >90 gloss units
»» Impressive depth effect
»» High scratch resistance
»» Very high impact resistance
»» AMK* standards-compliant
»» Odourless
»» Eco-friendly process
»» Recyclable
»» For colour-coordinated Rehau ABS edge bands, see Rehau’s edge
band search service: https://designguide.rehau.com/GB_en/

*trade and service association for the German kitchen industry
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KLEIBERIT HotCoating®
The invention of a new technology
Advantages of HotCoating technology
The multi-layer structure of HotCoating creates completely new surface properties
that differ significantly from those of classic varnished surfaces. The HotCoating
functional layer makes the surface permanently elastic, improves processability,
and consists entirely of one solid. The protective upper layer consists of a coloured,
non-yellowing, micro scratch-resistant top coat. Each individual material layer therefore contributes to the USPs of KLEIBERIT’s HotCoating® solution.
Our solution is based on the German KLEIBERIT HotCoating® technology as portrayed
in various trade journals (HK Magazin, Wood SA, Datalignum, furniture journal –
source: https://www.kleiberit.com/mediathek/fachartikel.html). This technology has
been on the market for over ten years and is constantly being improved to meet new
customer demands.
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Why dekoraPUR?
»» Products comply with all German kitchen industry
quality standards
»» Our quality standard is valued by international
furniture manufacturers, discerning interior fitters
and qualified specialist retailers alike
»» dekoraPUR is the technology leader in KLEIBERIT
HotCoating® technology
»» Customised colours are one of our fortes
»» 25 decors available from stock
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HotCoating technology enables direct post-forming
with the finished board

Comparison under the microscope
HotCoating technology

dekoraPUR in
the trade press

Traditional varnishing/film systems

1
Clean, clear edges

2

The trade press closely follows
new technologies and trends.
It is no coincidence, then, that
numerous articles have already
been published about dekoraPUR’s
use of KLEIBERIT HotCoating®
technology.
Recent articles can be found at:
www.dekorapur.com/en/news

No stress whitening

3
No jagged edges

4
No chipping

Perfect edge

Excellent processing properties for drilling, sawing or milling
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Quick delivery range
Our quick delivery range comprises four decors, available both in super matt and
high-gloss quality. High-gloss quality is only available on MDF carrier boards in
this range; in our standard collection it is also available on chipboard.
Quick delivery range: 5 working days ex works. All other decors: delivery times on request.

For colour-coordinated Rehau ABS edge bands, see Rehau’s edge band search service: https://designguide.rehau.com/GB_en/

Super matt solutions
with a super smooth feel

PSM Cacao, C101

PSM Mid grey, G102

PSM Light grey, G119

PSM Icy white, W103

PSM Arctic white, W102

PSM Metallic maroon, D205

PSM Stone grey, G109

PSM Mineral grey, G111

PSM Cotton, W125

PSM Pure white, W101

PSM Pure black, B101

PSM Marengo grey, G108

PSM Quartz grey, G122

PSM Dark grey, G101

PSM Silicone grey, G110

PSM Metallic anthrazit, D206

PSM Vanilla, M103

PSM Silk white, W109

PSM White, W104

PSM Snow, W106

PSM Garonne Oak, D110

PSM Robson Oak, D111

PSM Atlas Oak, D108

PSM Venamo Oak, D109

PSM Granulo, D107
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More decors available on request.

Please indicate the colour code printed in bold (e.g. W102) when ordering.

Collection
Our collection, including the quick delivery
range, comprises 25 decors, available both
in super matt and high-gloss quality.

By default, the carrier board is finished on one side, with the reverse
either in the same decor or in white melamine. Upon request, we can
also provide boards coated on both sides. The surfaces are protected with
a special transport film.

Standard sizes for MDF and chipboards: 2800 × 1250 mm × 18 mm.
Additional sizes, board thicknesses and delivery times available on request.

Reverse: melamine white

Reverse: same decor as front

For colour-coordinated Rehau ABS edge bands, see Rehau’s edge band search service: https://designguide.rehau.com/GB_en/

High-gloss elements
in high-end quality

PPG Arctic white, W102

PPG Icy white, W103

PPG Light grey, G119

PPG Mid grey, G102

PPG Cacao, C101

PPG Pure white, W101

PPG Cotton, W125

PPG Mineral grey, G111

PPG Stone grey, G109

PPG Metallic maroon, D205

PPG Silicone grey, G110

PPG Dark grey, G101

PPG Quartz grey, G122

PPG Marengo grey, G108

PPG Pure black, B101

PPG Snow, W106

PPG White, W104

PPG Silk white, W109

PPG Vanilla, M103

PPG Metallic anthrazit, D206

PPG Granulo, D107

PPG Venamo Oak, D109

PPG Atlas Oak, D108

PPG Robson Oak, D111

PPG Garonne Oak, D110

Printed colours may differ from the original samples. Please contact us to receive an original sample set.
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www.dekoraPUR.com

dekoraPUR GmbH
Spielburg 11
D - 30890 Barsinghausen
Phone +49 (0)5035 9789690
info@dekoraPUR.com

Request additional
information and
samples

